IN TOPOLOGY and geometry it is often useful or important to recognize n-dimensional manifolds that are isomorphic to products X x [0, l] of a compact manifold X with the unit interval. The s-cobordism theorem of Barden, Mazur and Stallings (see [13, 171) states that a compact (n + 1)-manifold W of dimension n + 1 2 6 with boundary 8 W = M,, u Ml is a product M0 x [0, l] if and only if W is an h-cobordism (i.e., W is homotopically a product) and a certain algebraic invariant z( W; M,,) called the Whitehead torsion is trivial (for n = 4 the results of [8,9] yield a topological version of the s-cobordism theorem for a large class of the fundamental groups). The Whitehead torsion invariant takes values in an abelian group called the Whitehead group of M that depends only on the fundamental group and is denoted by Wh(n,( W)). The vanishing condition on Z( W; M,-,) is essential because the Whitehead group is nonzero in many cases and every element can be realized as the torsion of some h-cobordism ( W"+l; M",, My) for n 2 4; a proof in the case n 2 5 appears in [13], and the case n = 4 is treated in [2]. In fact, it is possible to choose the h-cobordisms so that 
In studying the structure of 4-dimensional h-cobordisms ( W4; MO, Ml), questions concerning the structure of the 3-manifolds MO and Ml arise naturally. For example, it is appropriate to ask if MO and Ml are homeomorphic. Unfortunately, questions of this type are generally beyond the reach of existing techniques; the Poincart Conjecture is a special case. Therefore, some assumptions on MO and Ml are necessary to obtain a tractable version of the realization question. In this paper we assume that the 3-dimensional manifolds under consideration are compact, oriented, unbounded, and geometric in the sense of W. Thurston (see [44] or P. Scott's expository article [36] ). A closed oriented geometric 3-manifold has a decomposition into nonoverlapping bounded 3-manifolds that have geometric structures; there are eight types of structures associated to various Lie groups such as the isometry groups of 3-manifolds with constant curvature. Thurston's well known Geometrization Conjecture states that all oriented closed 3-manifolds are geometric (compare [44] and [36] , Section 6, p. 4843).
This paper is devoted to a proof of the following theorem.
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THEOREM. Let ( W4; MO, Ml) be a 4dimensional h-cobordism between oriented geometric 3-manifolds M0 and Ml. Then ( W4; MO, Ml) is an s-cobordism.
COROLLARY. Every h-cobordism between 3-dimensional linear space forms is an s-cobordism.
Remark. One can use the unique decomposition of oriented 3-manifolds into a connected sum of primes (cf. [ll] ) and the decomposition results of W. Jaco, P. Shalen, and K.
Johannson [14, 151 to show that a closed oriented 3-manifold is geometric if and only if it is a finite connected sum of (possibly empty) families of hyperbolic manifolds, Seifert manifolds, and Haken manifolds (see [36, pp. 482-4841 , especially the first conjecture on p. 484). Our methods depend heavily upon this characterization.
The proof of the theorem has two main steps. First the case of a finite fundamental group is considered. The main result here is Theorem 3.1 which says that h-cobordisms between 3-dimensional linear space forms are s-cobordisms.
Most of the algebraic machinery used in this paper is needed in order to handle this case. The methods of topological surgery theory play the important role in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Of course here one takes an advantage of Freedman's results (see [9] ) which enable us to do topological surgery on 4-manifolds with finite fundamental groups. Next the general case is treated; i.e., h-cobordisms between arbitrary oriented geometric 3-manifolds.
It turns out that there is a serious difficulty here because the fundamental groups in this case are generally outside the range of groups for which four-dimensional surgical techniques are known to be applicable. To illustrate this consider one of the simplest examples. Let X1 be a 3-dimensional spherical linear space form with nontrivial Whitehead group Wh(nl(X1)), and let X2 be Haken. Let (W; MO, M,) be an h-cobordism where M,, = Ml = Xl #X2. Although Wh(n1(X2)) = 0 (cf. [48] ) and Wh(nl(W)) z Wh(x(X1)) @ Wh(nl(X2)) z Wh(nl (X,)), this does not really help to analyze the torsion of (W; Mot M,). The difficulty here arises because rci( W) z zl(X1)* 7c1(X2) is in general outside of the range of groups for which four-dimensional surgical techniques are known to work. Consequently there is no reason to believe that ( W; MO, Ml) can be split (as a connected sum along an arc) into two h-cobordisms (WI; Xl, Xl) and (W,; X2, X2). This in turn implies that the triviality of the Whitehead torsion for an h-cobordism between two copies of X, can not be used directly to provide the needed conclusion concerning the Whitehead torsion of (W; M ,,, M,). In order to overcome these difficulties we use the proper surgery theory of L. Taylor [42] and S. Maumary [24] . Specifically, we apply proper surgery to the infinite covering space of W corresponding to the subgroup n,(X,) c rrl(X1) * rc1(X2). Although the structure at infinity is more complicated than in many applications of proper surgery theory (e.g., the set of ends is a Cantor set), one has just enough geometric information to make some necessary computations of proper surgery obstruction groups. These computations allow one to establish the triviality of the Whitehead torsion for h-cobordisms between arbitrary geometric 3-manifolds. Finally, although we have used the results of M. Freedman [8, 9] at certain points of our arguments, the proofs can be modified to be independent of [9] and [S] . This is explained further in the Final Remarks at the end of Section 5. This paper is divided into five sections. In the first section we collect some observations concerning the homotopy equivalences of geometric 3-manifolds. The second section contains the necessary results on the Whitehead groups of finite groups. In section three we prove the triviality of the Whitehead torsion for h-cobordisms between 3-dimensional spherical linear space forms. Section four contains some geometric results needed for application of the theory of proper Whitehead torsion and proper surgery theory to our problem. Finally section five contains the proof of our main result. The paper ends with remarks explaining how to modify the proof of the main theorem in order to avoid the use of Freedman's results.
Remarks:
1. It appears that the techniques of proper surgery theory can be applied to a wider range of problems where four-dimensional manifolds with arbitrary fundamental groups are involved. We shall pursue this in future papers.
HOMOTOPY EQUIVALENCES OF GEOMETRIC IMANIFOLDS
In this section we shall collect some elementary observations that will be useful later in this article. We start with a short proof of the following. Proof. We shall split the proof into two cases depending on whether or not the fundamental group is finite. then M and N up to homeomorphism are determined by the fundamental group (see [32], p. 113, and [43] , p. 567 and the discussion beginning with the last two lines on p. 565) so we can assume M = N.
Without loss of generality we may also assume f preserves some distinguished basepoint. Choose a free 4-dimensional representation V such that M = S( V)/G, where S( V) denotes the unit sphere and G is the fundamental group of M; if we wish to emphasize this choice of V and the polarization we shall write M(V). The homotopy self-equivalence j-induces an automorphism cp of rcl (M) FZ G, and it follows that finduces an equivariant simple homotopy equivalence f from S(cp* V) to S( V) whose induced map of orbit spaces 2. Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 were announced by Turaev in [45] and a proof of Theorem 1.1 was given in [46] . The above treatment of the finite fundamental group case can be used to clarify the corresponding part of the argument in [46] .
In the course of proving our main theorem we shall need the automorphisms of 3-dimensional spherical space forms given by the following result: 
MORPHISMS OF WHITEHEAD GROUPS
In order to prove the main result it is necessary to understand conjugation involutions and transfers on the Whitehead groups of 3-dimensional spherical spaceform groups. This information follows from the machinery developed by R. Oliver for studying SK, (Z[ G] ), where G is a finite group. We are grateful to Oliver for indicating how these results could be proved.
Recall that the standard conjugation involution on wh( G) is induced by the involution of the group ring Z[G] that takes every element of G to its inverse (signs do not appear because we are working with oriented objects); specifically, if the matrix A represents a class X in l+%(G) then X* is represented by the conjugate transpose of A. (48) is the binary octahedral group) 3. SL(2, 5) x Z,
In each case the order of the relevant cyclic group is prime to the order of the first factor. [SO] , [40] ). Let Cl1 (G) be the kernel of natural surjection (see [28] , p. 184)
It is known that the involution is trivial on SK,(G) and also on the quotient Wh'( G) z Wh( G)/SK, (G) (see
where 2, is the p-adic completion. Since SK1 (G) z C1r( G) z (Z,)', for some 1 2 0 (see [29] Theorem 6, p. 334) it will be enough to show that the involution is trivial if G is 2-hyperelementary (cf. [40] ). From now on we assume G is 2-hyperelementary.
There are two possibilities.
(a) G is metacyclic.
(b) G z Z, ><1 Q2*, where t: Q2' -+ Aut (Z,) is some homomorphism. If G is metacyclic, then SK 1 (G) = 0 (see [28] ) and thus Wh( G) z Wh'( G) with the trivial involution.
We will now consider the second case, in which G EZ Z, & Q2'. The decomposition (see
QcGll~ n Q5d CL = exp@W))
induces a homomorphism where Z;',[Q2']' is the induced twisted group ring (see [28] , [40] ). It turns out (see [30] , Proposition 1.2) that q induces an isomorphism
As a consequence Theorem 2.1 will be proved if we show that the boundary homomorphism induced by the corresponding short exact sequence of coefficient groups, is trivial.
For each d Irn consider the ker( td), where
Note that if ker( td) # Q2', then Cl1 (Ztd[ Q2']') = 0. This follows from the fact that SK1 ( G) is generated by induction from elementary subgroups of G (see [29] , Theorem 3, p. 327). In the case where ker( td) # Q2' the only elementary subgroups are Q2k and cyclic subgroups and in both cases SK,-groups are trivial (cf. Theorem 4 in [28] ).
Therefore we can assume td = 1, and we have to consider the untwisted case only.
where O (8) is the dihedral group of order 8 (see [28] ), and in order to prove Theorem 2.1 it is enough to show that the involution is trivial on K1 ( diagram is essentially contained in [28], p. 197 (cf. [30] , p. 331):
Here the bottom square defines the homomorphism 4 and the maps Tr and E are defined in [28], p. 197 ; the definitions of the relative groups K,( ... ) appear in [27] .
Let M E GL, ( R[ H] ) be given. After multiplying by elementary matrices (if necessary) we [28] ). Furthermore, by taking instead of M some odd order power (if necessary), we can get rid of odd order roots of unity in R and arrange for E(M) to be symmetric (i.e. cc(M) = cr(M'), where n?' is the conjugate transpose of M) and a(M) = diag (u,, + ula + uzb + u,ab, 1,. . . 1) where Ui E R, CUE e 1 (mod 2) and Ui = Ui.
Consider now ~(M.(l\;i')-').
First we note This leads to
..I-'
(mod 4), where ui E R, ui E ui (mod 2), a is the generator of order 4, and the sign + depends on the order of b, ub, in H (i.e.,
whether H z Q(8) or H z D(8)).
Since ZUi = 1 (mod 2) we have
The last expression can be written as
However, in Q&,/Q the mapping Tr has the property
Tr(X) = Tr(x).
This leads to
But for all i we have Ui E Ui E gi E iji (mod 2R) and hence Tr(u[) E 0 (mod 2). By the diagram above, this implies
, 2) (by the commutativity of the corresponding diagram). This last equation implies
Since 4 is onto (see [28] ), this last equation implies that conjugation on wh( G) is trivial and the proof of Theorem 2.1 is finished.
Complement to 2.1. The above argument actually proves more: Let G be a finite fundamental group of a 3-dimensional closed mantfold M. Then the involution *: W%(G) -+ Wh( G) is trivial.
To see this we note that xl(M) is 4-periodic and the results of [23] place some further restrictions on groups that can act freely on a homotopy S3. These copsiderations imply that the hyperelementary subgroups of n,(M) are the same ones that arise in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Since Whitehead groups of finite groups are detected by their transfers to hyperelementary subgroups, the triviality assertion follows directly from Theorem 2.1. n
We shall also need the following result: 
(R [ Q]) + SK, (R [ Q']) is an isomorphism
when R is a ring of integers in a number field with no real embeddings.
As noted in [31, p. 144 Z [ 0* x Z,] ) is determined by its transfers to 2-hyperelementary subgroups. However, the results of [31] show that SK1 vanishes for all such subgroups except Q x Z, and subgroups of the latter. Therefore the transfer into Q x Z,, must be a monomorphism. n
PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT FOR FINITE FUNDAMENTAL GROUPS
The following result is the main objective of this section: 
Proof Let r = r( W, M) E Wh(x,(M)).
We first note that z can not be of infinite order. This is a consequence of the triviality of the involution *:
Indeed, using the Reidemeister torsion (and its duality) together with the triviality of * one shows (cf. [18] ) that r satisfies the equation 2t = 0. Consequently we can assume that r has order two (or is trivial) because the torsion part of Wh(n,( M)) is an elementary abelian 2-group (cf. [29] ). Let h: M -+ M be the map described in the statement of the proposition. Then the Whitehead torsion t(h) is given by z(h) = T -( -1)3r* = r + r* = 22 = 0, and hence h is simple self-homotopy equivalence. By Theorem 1.1 we conclude that h is homotopic to a homeomorphism (in fact, to a diffeomorphism). -3k) ) surjects onto Lf( T(8 * 3k)).
We shall now compare L: (Z, x H) to LS, (Z, x H). This will be done in two steps. 
LT(Z, x H) z L:(H) and hence

L;(Z, x H) x L;(H).
Since SKI(H) = 0 and L' = Ly, the last isomorphism implies that in the sequence
, . . L;(h,xH)i'LL;(H,xH)~H1(SK,(d,xH))+... the homomorphism A 1 is trivial. Therefore if L", (Z, x H) --+ L; (27, x H) is onto then so is L;(Z,xH)+L;(Z,xH). a
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let ( W; MO, MI) be an h-cobordism between 3-dimensional linear space forms. Let t = t( W; M,) be its Whitehead torsion. We recall that without loss of the generality we can assume M0 = MI (cf.
[26], p. 410). By Proposition 3.2 and the main result of Cl83 we know that r( W; M) = 0 unless SKr(rci( M)) # 0, so assume M is such a manifold. The choice of a homotopy equivalence Sas in the Corollary 3.3 determine an element in the relative structure set S" ToP(M x I, 8) as defined in [49, Chapter lo] . Let s(f) E ,4PtOp(M x I, ~3) be the class in the structure set determined by J and let qs(f) = q(f) E [XM, G/TOP] be the associated normal invariant.
Since G/TOP has the homotopy type of a product of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces through dimension 7, it follows that ns(f) is given by a class in the group Since W* is an s-cobordism, the middle term vanishes so that z( W, MO) = z(X, W*) -z(X, W) = z(X, W) -7(X, W) = 0. n
H'(xM, Z,) @ H4(CM, Z).
COVERING SPACE ENDS FOR GEOMETRIC 3-MANIFOLDS
Since a closed oriented geometric 3-manifold M is a connected sum of manifolds Mi whose universal covering spaces are homeomorphic to S3, S2 x [w, or Iw3, it is natural to study the universal covering A? in terms of the universal coverings of the pieces. If each Mi is aspherical the methods of E. Bloomberg [l] and D. McCullough [25] provide a means for doing this. In this section we shall refine their ideas to obtain some required information about the ends of these universal covering spaces and certain of their quotients. Two standard references for ends of manifolds are H. Freudenthal's original article [lo] and an article by F. Raymond [35] .
Let N be a geometric 3-manifold that cannot be decomposed as a nontrivial connected sum, and let 
(i) If N is aspherical, then fi,, is difiomorphic to
(ii) If N is a spherical spaceform and 1 x1 1 is the order of its fundamental group, then fi, is diffeomorphic to D3 -E, where E is a union of the interiors of (In, ( -1) disjoint closed smooth disks in the interior of D3.
(iii) If N = S' x S2, then fl, is difleomorphic to D3 -E, where
Explanation of terminology. The set in (i) is D3 minus the origin and a nicely positioned sequence of disks converging to the origin, and the set in (iii) is D3 minus two points and two nicely positioned sequences of disks converging to +ie.
Proof: (Sketch.) We begin with (i). If N is an aspherical geometric 3-manifold then its universal covering is isomorphic to [w3, and therefore $,, is Iw3 minus the interiors of a countably infinite, locally finite family of closed disks. By stereographic projection we may also view fi,, as D3 minus the origin and a corresponding infinite family of disks. Standard isotopy theorems allow us to move these disks to the family appearing in the statement of 3.1(i). The proof of (ii) is similar but simpler; in this case we know that the universal covering of N is S3, and therefore fl,, is merely S3 with the interiors of ( T-C~ 1 closed disks removed. The proof of (iii) is also similar to that of(i). In this case the universal covering of N is S2 x R and we can use the identification of the latter with S3 minus two points to show that i?, is S3 minus two points and two infinite sequences of disks, one converging to each point. Stereographic projection and isotopy considerations resembling those of(i) will then yield an identification of such a set with the specific example described in (iii).
For each N as above take an identification of fiO with the subset of D3 given by (i)-(iii), and set a,fi, equal to the component of aflO corresponding to S2 = 8D3. For each g E z,(N) set a$', equal to the translate of a,fi, under the covering transformation associated to g; it follows that afi, is the disjoint union of the 2-spheres a,fiO where g runs through all elements of the fundamental group.
n If M is a geometric 3-manifold that splits as a nontrivial connected sum then one can use the methods of [l, Subsection 23 and [25] together with 4.1 to show that the set of ends for the universal covering is an uncountable Cantor set and the Freudenthal end point compactification is homeomorphic to S3. Since the ends form a Cantor set, they clearly cannot have boundary collars (a collared end, and more generally a tame end in the sense of [38] , is always isolated). However, the ends have the best property one could expect under the circumstances; namely, they are all simply connected. Before proving this in Theorem 4.2, we shall recall the relevant definitions from [38] .
Let X be a noncompact connected (paracompact) topological k-manifold (k > 0), and let E be an end of X. Following [38, p. 141 we say that E has a stable fundamental group (or rcl is stable at E) if there is a sequence of arcwise connected neighborhoods of E with r\ iUi = @ such that (with basepoints and base paths chosen) the sequence h* f2.
?(Ul) +--7c1(U2)--.
.
induces isomorphisms
Im(fi*) z Im(f,,) z . . . .
If this holds and IV1 3 W, 3 . -. is any other sequence of neighborhoods whose closures have empty intersection, then by [38, will be isomorphic to l&rrcr (LJJ z Im (&.) , and therefore it is meaningful to set x1(~) equal to Im(&) if x1 is stable at E. We shall say that X is simply connected at E if 7tl is stable at E and rtl (E) is trivial.
THEOREM 4.2. Let M be a geometric 3-mangold that has a nontrivial decomposition as a connected sum, and let E be an end of the universal covering space of M. Then iI? is simply connected at E. Proof: We shall first introduce some notation. Let B(k) be S3 with the interiors of k > 0 closed smoothly embedded 3-disks removed, so that 8B( k) is a disjoint union of k copies of S2. Denote these spheres by ai B( k ). where 1 5 i I k.
Express M as a connected sum MI # . . . # Mk, where Mi is either S r x S2 or an irreducible geometric 3-manifold. Following [l] and [25] we can decompose the universal covering h? into a union of pieces B, and A (X, JJ where x runs through all elements of n, (M), the integer J E (1,. . . k} satisfies (*) if 1 # x and x = gl. . g,, is the unique expansion of x as a reduced word in the element of uirtl (Mi), then g,, 4 rcl (M,), and the following additional conditions hold:
(i) Each set B, is diffeomorphic to B(k), and each set A,,, JJ is diffeomorphic to gJ,,.
(ii) All identifications between the pieces are given by the rules i3, AC,,Jj = a,B, and 804 CX, J) = 8, BXg, where 1 # g E rri (M,) in the latter case.
Note that if x = g1 . . . gn is the unique expansion of x as a reduced word, then g1 . . g,,g is the unique expansion of xg as a reduced word because gn E rcl (Mi) for some i # J. It follows that the ends of Ji? arise either from ends of the pieces A,,, Jj (provided rci (M,)
is infinite) or from infinite reduced words g1g2. . . (i.e., each finite segment is a reduced word). Given x E rrl (M) with a reduced word expansion g1 . . . gn define T(x) c &? to be the union of all B, and A(,,,, such that the reduced word expansion of z begins with g1 . . . g,,.
As in [25] it follows that T(x) is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of 2-spheres and in particular is simply connected. Furthermore, if g1 gz. . . is a reduced infinite word, then the sequence { T( gl. . . g,,,)} ,"= I forms a cofinal set of simply connected neighborhoods of the ccrresponding end. Thus all such ends have stable fundamental groups that are trivial. Now consider an end E of fi arising from an end of some A(,,,,. By Theorem 3.1 the associated end so in AC,,JJ has a cofinal set of neighborhoods of the form N, z D3 -E, where E, is the origin plus a sequence of pairwise disjoint disks converging to the origin. It follows that the end E has a cofinal system of neighborhoods of the form
N,* = D3 -EU( u T(xg))
when one takes all T(xg)'s such that g1 E rcl (M,) and a,A,,, J) c N,, and the sphere a, A,,, JJ is identified to dT(xg) = a, B,,. The methods of [25] also apply in this case to show that N,* is simply connected. Thus every end of n? associated to an end of some AC,,J, also has a stable fundamental group that is trivial. H Strictly speaking we need an analog of Theorem 4.2 for covering spaces of M associated to finite subgroups of rcl (M). We claim that this action of zl(M') is free. Since a finite group acts freely if and only if every cyclic subgroup of prime order acts freely, we may as well assume that 7c1 (M ') is cyclic of prime order; the action by covering transformations is orientation preserving because M is orientable. Since the fundamental group acts freely on the universal covering, it follows that the action of zl(M') on S3 is free except possibly on the set of ends. On the other hand, by Smith theory the fixed point set of the action is either empty or a circle (recall the assumption that rci (M') is cyclic of prime order). Since the set of ends is zero-dimensional, it cannot contain a circle of fixed points, and thus the fixed point set of the action must be empty.
Since the finite group rci (M') acts freely on the end point compactification, each end E of A? c S3 has an invariant slice neighborhood that is equivariantly homeomorphic to a product rt,(M') x lR3 (in S3). It follows that all sufficiently small neighborhoods of E are disjoint from their translates under the action of x1 (M'), and therefore all sufficiently small neighborhoods of ends in A? map homeomorphically into M'. This and Theorem 4.2 imply that every end of M' is simply connected. n
PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT: THE GENERAL CASE
In this section we complete the proof of our main result:
THEOREM. Let (W; MO, M,) be a 4-dimensional h-cobordism between oriented geometric 3-manifolds M. and MI. Then ( W; MO, MI) is an s-cobordism.
Suppose that M is a geometric 3-manifold, and express M as a connected sum M, # . . . M, where each Mi is irreducible or S' x S2. The fundamental group of M is then a free product of the fundamental groups of the summands, and since the Whitehead groups of free products satisfy Wh(Hi *Hz) E Wh(H,) @ Wh(H2) (compare [40] or [S, Section 231) we have a splitting
In fact, we can say considerably more because we are working with geometric 3-manifolds: [46] to show that M ,, C=Z MI (see [45, Theorem 1.41) . Therefore our assumption that a W E MI-I M is actually redundant (but a little more work is needed to show that the self-map h is homotopic to a homeomorphism).
Proof We adopt the same notation as in the statement and proof of Proposition 5.0. Let We claim first that none of the classes ti can have infinite order. This can be seen using Turaev's generalized Reidemeister torsion [45] in the same way that ordinary Reidemeister torsion was used in Section 3 when M0 was a spherical spaceform. It follows that t itself must have finite order, and since each group SK1 ( rcl (Ml)) has exponent 1 or 2 the class r satisfies 2r = 0, exactly as in the case when M0 is a spherical spaceform (see the proof of Proposition 3.2). Since we also have r = r *, the final steps in the proof of Proposition 3.2 are valid in the present situation and show that r = 0. n
In analogy with Section 3 we have the following: (ii] Proof (Sketch) Let Q be a simply connected manifold with x(Q) = 1; for example, take Q = CP4 # S3 x S5 # S3 x S5. If we consider Wx Q instead of W we obtain an h-cobordism with the same Whitehead torsion and splitting properties in a higher dimension. Therefore without loss of generality we may assume that M is at least 5dimensional.
The first conclusion of the lemma follows immediately from the hypotheses. The proof of the second conclusion is based upon the following two exact sequences for Wh( W[l]) due to Siebenmann [39] ~(~nl(Mi)) and the torsion of wh(ni (Mi)) has exponent 2 it follows that '( Mj; Z,) then has the following properties:
(i) h* sends each summand H'(M,; Z,) into itself.
(ii) The associated self map of H1 (Mj; Z,) is the identity if j 4 J. (iii) If j E J so that H'(Mj; Z,) E Z2 then h* cyclically permutes the three nonzero classes in Z2 @ Z2.
We claim that h*T(f,) = t(h); this holds because r(h) lies in the subgroup of elements with finite order by Proposition 5.1 and h* is the identity on this subgroup by the discussion in the proof of Proposition 1.3. Let fi = (h x 1)fo and let f2 = (h* x 1)fo. It follows that the Whitehead torsions satisfy t(h) = t(h) = rU;o) = -r( W, M). Furthermore, the normal invariants satisfy q( W,fi) = h*q( IV&) and q( W,fi) = h*q( W,fi) = h**q( W,fo). Consider the class u3 E ,4p'&(M x I, a) formed by gluing (W,fe), ( W,fi), and ( W,f2) end to end, and let (IV',&) be the representative constructed in this fashion. Since the torsions of the mapsfi are all the same this means that r(f3) = 3r(f,); but r(fe) has order at most 2, so in fact we have r(h) = r(fo) = -r ( W, M) Since rr # 0 we know from Proposition 5.0 and the results mentioned in Section 1 that rcr ( MI) s H x Z, where H contains a copy of Qs and n > 1 is prime to 1 H 1, Let PI + MI be the covering associated to the inclusion j: Q(8) x Z, c H x Z,, and denote the number of sheets in this covering by k. Then M has a naturally associated finite covering of the form
M*:=P, # k(#i>zMi).
Let W* be the h-cobordism formed by taking the corresponding finite covering space for W.
Then r* = r( W*, M*) is the image of r under the associated transfer homomorphism; furthermore, if rr is the projection of r* onto Wh(n,(P,)), then rr is equal to the image of rr under the transfer determined by j. By the results of Section 2 (specifically, Theorem 2.2 and Proposition 2.3) we know that this transfer is a monomorphism on elements of finite order; since r has finite order, it follows that tf must be nonzero. On the other hand, Proposition 5.6 implies that rrf = 0. This contradiction arises from our assumption that r was nonzero, and therefore we conclude that T = 0 as asserted in the theorem. n Final Remarks. In the proof of the main theorem 4-dimensional topological surgery theory was used. However, it is possibe to give a proof that does not require the results of [9] or [S] . To explain this we first note that the 4-dimensional topological surgery was used only in the proof of Theorem 3.1. To avoid its use one can proceed as follows: Let
